
The Workout 

Having an OBJECT to strike today would be helpful. 

You can always kick a tree, but it will take a toll on your joints.  You can check out my heavy 

bag recommendations in the Equipment Section.  (Craigslist is your friend). 

You can do these movements on the air, but your goal should be to 

develop timing and stopping power. 

Real objects help in that capacity. 

The Front Kick 

 Execute 30 Repetitions of a Rear Leg Front Kick 

 Execute 30 Repetitions of a Front Leg Front Kick 

Shadow box lightly for 60 seconds to rest 

 Execute 30 Repetitions of a Rear Leg Front Kick, gradually increasing your kick 

height. 

 Execute 30 Repetitions of a Front Leg Front Kick 

By the time you get up to 30 reps, you should be firing the highest kick that you can throw, on 

that given day. Let this be a gradual process, slowly and comfortably building up to Head 

Level Front Kicks. 

2 Minute Round, Shadow Boxing... with front kicks 

Be sure to focus on a lot of Head Movement and Front Kicks, as you imagine your opponent 

encroaching. 

30 Seconds Rest 

The Jab 

At this point, you should already have your Lead Foot tied to your Jab, now we should focus 

on some stopping power.  Get a glove and get ready to hit something, ideally a swinging 

heavy bag. 

3 Minute Round of Heavy Bag Work 

 You must throw at least 100 jabs during this round. 

If you haven't thrown 100 jabs, you can't stop... and I want you to stop the bag dead as it 

approaches.  Otherwise, tie a pillow to a tree and punch that, but you lose the 'timing' and 

movement aspect of the training. 

https://howtofightnow.com/the-best-martial-arts-equipment/


3 Minute Round of Heavy Bag Work, or Shadow Boxing 

 You must Feint at least 100 times during this round 

 You must throw at least 50 Jabs during this round. 

3 Minute Round of Heavy Bag Work, or Shadow Boxing 

 You must execute at least 50 Shoulder Bumps in this round. 

 You must execute at least 50 Jabs in this round 

 You must execute at least 30 Feints in this round. 

Shoulder Bumps will feel weird on the air, but you still need to be prepared to 'miss' in a real 

fight... so 'on air' training still must be done. 

Footwork.  You can never get enough. 

(If your achilles are sore, cut this explosive training and do 3 more rounds of light shadow 

boxing.) 

1. 2 Minutes of Blast Steps in every direction 

2. 1 Minute of Floor Pinched in every direction, added to your Blast Steps 

3. 2 Minutes of Slide Steps in every direction 

4. 1 Minute of Floor Pinches, added to your Slide Steps 

5. Bonus - Add 1 Minute of the 'Floor Pinch and Float' to Blast Steps in every direction 

 

https://howtofightnow.com/the-floor-pinch-and-float/

